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Effect of Viscosity upon Liquid Velocity in Axi-8ymmetric Sheets 1) 

By JOHN H. LIENHARD, Dept. of Mech. Engrg., and TYRE A. NEWTON, Dept. of 

Mathematics, \'Vashingto n State Un iversity, Pu llman , ViTashington, USA 


Introduction 

The m otion of axi-symmetric liquid sheets has received continued ath'ntion over the 
past century-and-a-hnIf. Much of this attention has been motivated by the relevance of 
this configuration to certain spray formin g devices. TAYLOR [1] 2) summarizes and f'xtends 
earlier work on the dynamics of sheets formed by the collision of free jets. 

The previous analyses h ave generally regarded the effect of internal viscous shear to be 
negligible, although the contribution of external air drag has been trpated in so me detail [1]. 
In 1951 PORlTSKY [2] discllssed the shear stresses that arise in sph<.;rically symmetric radial 
flows as a result of tangentia l stretching. This stud y will show the effect of similar stresses 
upon the velof'ity of radially flo wing liquid sheets. 

") This work has been supported in part by tbe College of Agriculture Research Center. 

2) Numbers in brackets refer to References, page 352. 
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Formulation and Linearized Solution 
Let an incompress ible liquid of viscosity, v, be supplied in an outward radial d irection 

at velocity, u o' on a boundary at radius, Yo' This would be the approximate res ult of the 
collision of two axial jets of radi us, ro' and velocity, U o (see F igure 1). 

tVELOCITY , u = U o 

u 

uor; 
ur 

F igure 1 

Configuratio n of ax i-symmetric liquid s hee t (special case in which liquid is supplied by collidi ng jet,). 

The continuity equation requires that t he thicknl:ss, t, of thE' sheet be proportional to 
(u 1') t in general and equa l to 1-1-0 1'5/u 'r for the colliding jet configuration. The Navier
Stokes m omentum equation: 

u. _du,_= v [d2
U, + ~~ _ !!-] (1) 

dr dr 2 r dr r2 

t hen specifies 1-1- = u(r) independently of the continuity equ a tion. VVe fix the following 
boundary conditions on Equation (1) 

21 (1'0) = 1-1-0 and 0 ';;;; u < = when r :> 1' 0 . (2) 

Under the transformations: 

}. = ro U and 1] = ]I 

11 110 

Equations (1) and (2) become: 
k ?, " 

J." + - - - - A.J. = 0 (la)
rJ rJ2 

with boundary conditions : 

J.(I) = Re and 0 <; }. < when rJ :> 1 (2a)(Xl 

where Re == Uo Yo/v, the Reynolds n umber of t he flow . 
.'\ reasonable approximate solution for Equation (la) can be obt ained if t he nonlinear 

term, ). A', is replaced with Re I:. T his should be valid if the velocity is not affected too 
strongly by viscos ity . '\ccordi ngly Equation (la) becomes : 

1 - R e 1), - 1
A" + --- - }, + - - 2- }. = 0 . (3)

rJ 1) 

This is exactly Frobenius ' equation. Its general solution is: 

.J. = A I---±-Re ') + B exp (Re ')) (4) 
') rJ 
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The boundary conditions (2a) fix the constants, A and B, as Rel(l - Re) and zero, 
respectively. Thus the lineari zed result, }'l' is: 

AI = ---.!!! - (~-~~ 1] ,) . (5)
1 + Re 1) 

Exact Solution of the Equation of Motion 

Under the transformation 
1 

}, =- 2s + - (b)
1/ 

Equation (la) becomes: 
1 

5 
If + 2 s I s = --. (7)

2 1)3 

which can be integrated once to give th e Riccatti equation: 

s' + S2 = - ( 4 ~2 ) + C . (8) 

The constant, C, can be evaluated at the boundary, with the help of Equation (6): 

C = Re2 
- ~ Re - 2 A'(1) (<.;)

4 

Another transformation, namely: 

(10) 

transforms Equation (8) into: 

y" + ( _ 1_ _ ~) y = 0 . (11)
41)2 4 

The constant, C, depends upon the unknown initial slope, },'(1). First let us suppose 
that J.'( 1) is such that C = o. Equation (11) then becomes ECLER's equation, whose 
generClI solution, 

y = (A + BIn 1]) 1]"/2 (12) 

can be substituted into Equations (10) and (6) to give: 

J - .. - ZB (13) . - 1] [A + Blu1]J 

Using the first boundary condition (Z3), we find that (B IA) = - Re12. This solution has a 
singularity at 1) = exp (2 IRe). and will therefore violate the second boundary condition. 

If, on the other hand, C '*' o then Equation (11) is a special form of BESSEL'5 equation. 
Its general solution is: 

(14) 

Substitution oi thi~ result into Equations (10) and (6) gives the general solution of 
Equation (la): 

(15) 

The functions To, II' ]{o' and ]{1 are a ll positive and monotonic. Since 10 and II 
increase without bound with their arguments, ,,,hile]{o and]{l decrease to zero, we conclude 
that A must be zero to accommodate the second boundary condition. The applicable 
solution is thus: 

(16) 



--
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Su bsti tution of the first boundary condition g ives the following t ra nscendental equation 
for C: 

Eq U<I tions (16) and (17) provide the particu lar solution t o our problem. 
The asymptotic behavior of Kl a nd Ko is such that A, as given by Equalion (J6), very 

rapidly approaches its limiting val ue, Aoo , as 1) increases: 

!coo = 21/C. (18) 

Comparison of Exact and Linearized Results 

F igure 2 displays typical integral cu rves for Equation (la), satisfying the first bo undary 
condition for Re = 2. The exact so lution of the present prob!t.:m , which we h ave shown to 
be uniquely determ ined in the form of Equation (16) by the boundary conditions, is 
induded as a member of this famil y of solutions . T he lineari zed solution is a lso displayed 
in this figure. 1t compares very well with the exact result, even at this low Rey nolds 
number. 

2. G.-----.-----.------r---,-,-----,-----.------,-----.---~ 

-< 2.0 

,.: 


------
, 

LINEAR IZ ED 
I 

EXAC TU 
'3 
UJ 1.5 
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I 
--, - '0:>" 1.19 --  -,'(1)~0.70818 /

1.0 I <'(I)~I 
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0.5 
I 

°O~----~----~----~3

DIMENSIONLESS RADIUS, 'I 

hgure 2 

Comparison of solutions of the momentum equation. 

As a matter of interest, four incorrect va lues of initial slope are shown. Two of these 
resu It from the use of positive values of A /B in Equation (15), a nd give solutions that drop 
toward negative asymptotic values. Two result from negative values of A l B and give 
solutions t hat approach positive infillity as 1] ilpproilches the zero of the denominator of 
Equation (15). 

Figure 3 compares the exact values of },oo/ Re given by Equations (18) and (17) with 
those given by the linearized equation: 

R e2 

J'lco = - - - - - (19)
Re + 1 

Except for very low Reynolds numbers, this s imple approx imation is quite accurate. Ai. 
large Reynolds numbers, Equations (1 9) and (18) both gi Vf': 

SOLUTION 

~----4L-----~5----~~~--~7~----78----~9 

1 
(20)

Re 
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REYNOLDS NUMBER, Re 

J'igure3 

Comparj,oll of cxad and li nearized eva luations of Aoo' 

The Reynolds number is seldom small in real physical systems. The Reynolds number 
of a I-mm orifice discharging water at 6 m/sec would, for example, be about 3000. The 
substitution of glycerin would reduce this figure to a bout 4.5. In either case the 
linearization is quite accurate. So too is Equation (20). 
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NOMENCLATCRE 

A, B arbitrary constants, 

C constant of integration, evaluated in Equation (9), 

10 , 1, modified B essel functions of th e first kind, of zeroth and first order, respec tively, 

j{0' K, modified Bessel functions of the second kind, of zeroth and first order, respectively, 

Re Reynolds number of the flow, ro uo/v, . 
l' radial coordinate, 
s (1)- 1 - },) /2, 

thickness of sheet, 
u velocity of sheet, 
y transformed s, given by Equa tion (10), 
1) dimensionless radial coordinate, l' /r 0' 

A dimensionless velocity, u ro/v, 
l' kinematic viscosity. 

General Subscrit,ts 
denoting a linearized result, 

o denoting evaluation made at inner boundary of sheet, 
00 denoting an evaluation made as 17 + 00. 
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